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NOTES 

The Spirit of Polonia—A Legacy to Mankind was an exhibit created that covered the history of Poland 

through the heroes and heroines that are reflected in her faith, military, arts, science and statecraft.  Each 

portrait bust is over life-size. 

The purchase of any sculpture from The Spirit of Polonia includes a certificate of authenticity and an 

exhibit catalogue. 

Except from the Introduction: 

But all of the Poles in the selection have influenced American life in some way in the various individual 

and collective legacies.  Tracy H. Sugg, in her personal journey of discovery to breathe life into her 

sculpture of these champions of Polish, American and world liberty has done all of us a great service - 

she has captured in their spirit the love of liberty and nation that burns in the heart of every freedom 

loving soul.  May her work serve as an inspiration to all freedom loving people everywhere to keep the 

flame of liberty so nobly kept burning by these Polish Patriots a bright beacon of hope that will never be 

extinguished. 

Thomas R. Rozman (Rozmyslowicz) 

September 29, 2009 

Except from pg 32, Ignacy Jan Paderewski 

Throughout his life, Paderewski sustained an abiding concern for the liberation and independence of Poland in the 

family of European nations. His destiny was shaped by the unforgettable childhood image of Cossacks taking custody of 

his father who allegedly had been a member of a clandestine Polish organization which sought to free Poland from 

Russian control and oppression. 

 

Paderewski’s public life began with an immediately successful concert hall debut in Paris in 1888.  In 1889 during his 

second concert tour in Europe he was welcomed as the “Lion of Paris.” By 1891 he had become popular in London 

where he played to a full house at the Royal Albert Hall during which time Queen Victoria stated that his music had 

been “divine.”  On November 17, 1891 he made his American debut in Carnegie Hall after which he proceeded to 

present a staggering 109 performances in 130 days.  

 

During World War I, he had been instrumental in creating – in concert with Henryk Sienkiewicz – the General 

Committee for Aid to Polish Victims of the War because most of the action on the Eastern Front occurred in former 

Polish lands. On February 22, 1916 he gave a recital and delivered a speech in the White House for President Woodrow 

Wilson after which he also was asked to brief the President in writing on Poland’s possible restoration as an independent 

nation.  This resulted in President Wilson proposing Fourteen Points necessary for ending World War I honorably and 

equitably for all concerned, of which the next to the last Point concerned Poland’s independence 

…. 

 

Sculptor’s Note – Paderewski’s life intrigued me:  here was a man who was an extremely gifted musician, and yet also 

had the talent for diplomacy.  I don’t think there are too many individuals with this combination of art and statecraft.  As 

such, I knew that his sculpture portrait had to reflect not just Paderewski the diplomat who spoke to President Woodrow 

Wilson and the US Congress, but also Paderewski the musician who was known as the “Lion of Paris”.  I spend a lot of 

time studying the likenesses of a person I sculpt, and Paderewski was an artist’s delight—the  characteristic hair, tossed 

back in full and at times seemingly abandoned waves, the gallant mustache, but most of all his eyes.  In all of the photos 

I studied of him, from a young man to an older man, his eyes showed a man who had piercing discernment.  He also 

seemed to me to be a proud man, though without arrogance.  A man who knew his purpose, and knew he would fulfill it.  

By sculpting him with head turned to the side, chin slightly lifted and a direct gaze at the viewer, I conveyed a man with 

acute diplomacy and a musician with a fiery soul.   
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